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"RUSSIANS SOLVE UFO MYSTERY. For years I have opened the New York Times with the fear skittering around the back of my mind that I might find that quote," writes Dr. J. Allen Hynek in an article on UFOs in the December 1967 "Playboy" magazine. "In my occasional dreams, the story under the headline explains that the Russians have found some previously unthought-of, unstartling explanation for unidentified flying objects; or, worse, that they have made first contact with an alien civilization conducting reconnaissance missions to our planet. Either story would shake America so hard that the launching of Sputnik would appear in retrospect as important as a Russian announcement of a particularly large wheat crop.

"The possibility of a Russian breakthrough on the UFO problem is unlikely, if we believe official Russian statements that the problem does not exist. At last August's XIII General Assembly of the International Astronautical Union in Prague, one of the Russian delegates answered my query about Soviet UFO study with a derisive laugh and the rather absurd comment, 'If flying saucers really exist, why aren't they buzzing over Prague right now?' The same man, a senior Soviet astronomer, declined to attend a meeting I had organized to discuss the UFO problem, saying that since the UFOs did not exist, there was nothing to discuss. One of his colleagues slipped and said that Russian scientists were not permitted to discuss unidentified flying objects. Although we have reports of UFO sightings and phenomena from some 70 countries, the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries have not contributed UFO reports.

"Judging by past Soviet behavior, this curious silence on a subject of increasing importance to science and government means only one thing; and, indeed, there are some clues to actual Soviet study of the problem. A Russian astronomer admitted in Prague to an American scientist that he believed a problem existed. Another American scientist recently received a note from the secretary of an official Soviet organization for the study of unidentified flying objects. And the Russians announced at Prague that they would participate in a future international conference on interstellar communication.

"Even more significant was the recent publication of the first article in a Russian magazine by a Soviet scientist discussing the strong possibility of the existence of unidentified flying objects. That article, in the youth magazine 'Cmena',"
stated that the Soviet Union is preparing a book-length study called 'Inhabited Cosmos', the chief editor of which will be the vice-president of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences, and that a chapter to be written by Felix U. Zigel (author of the 'Cmena' article) will consider the UFO problem. Zigel's article concludes: 'There exists almost universally a definite type of phenomenon known as the phenomenon of the UFOs. The nature of this phenomenon is as yet not resolved and none of the existing hypotheses can claim a final solution to the problem. In such a situation, the correct approach appears to be to submit the puzzling phenomenon of the UFOs to a many-sided, careful scientific investigation.'

"We know enough now about the way the U.S.S.R. announces its scientific advances -- the element of surprise the Russians have built into every step of their space program is one example -- to guess that a Soviet writer would hardly call for 'a many-sided, careful scientific investigation' of a phenomenon unless such an investigation were already going on...

"Zigel's discussion of UFOs in 'Cmena' considers five theories about their nature. The fifth theory -- that UFOs are 'flying apparatus of other planets, investigating earth' -- is the only one of the five to which he offers no objections.

"In sum, what little 'hard' information I have -- and my intuition -- tells me that the U.S.S.R. may have been studying UFOs with dispassionate thoroughness for years. From my own official involvement, I know that the United States is only now beginning to consider treating the problem seriously..."

This final statement by Dr. Hynek, the official civilian mouthpiece of the U.S. Air Force is either an outright lie or a cover-up. From their direct contacts with Air Force and other military officers, Jim and Coral Lorenzen have been told of the existence of an official UFO board in Washington D.C. The best sightings of UFOs by military personnel have been reported directly to this board for years. The Lorenzens believe this UFO board was set up in August 1952, after UFOs buzzed the nation's capitol for six hours one Saturday night. And the huge mother ship from which they were launched was tracked by radar for hours, circling lazily above Wilmington, Delaware at an altitude of many miles.

"WHAT WE REALLY KNOW ABOUT FLYING SAUCERS"

Certainly one of the best, most level-headed, objective surveys of the "UFO problem" and its implications is the current paper-back by Otto Binder. It is a Fawcett Gold Medal Book at 75¢ on the newsstands. Like Dr. Hynek, Mr. Binder is also worried that the Russians will have another Space First to add to their long list, public recognition of the Flying Saucers as being Visitors from outer space! He gets into this in the chapter on "Patterned Proof", page 207, near the end
of the book. After quoting several scientific authorities on the undeniable reality of the UFOs, Binder writes:

"I am sure, to the layman who reads this book and has never been acquainted with UFO matters before, all this will come as a shocking surprise that many authoritative voices proclaim the existence of UFOs, whereas the Air Force and U.S. Government have foisted the fairy tale on Americans that it is all 'nogging'.

"The United States is probably the furthest behind of all major nations on earth, in comprehending the true picture of the saucer phenomenon. And the U.S. Government, supposedly the 'leader' of the free world, has in this instance completely shirked leadership, probably to a detrimental degree. Once again we are leaving the door wide open for the Soviet Union to make the first dramatic announcement to the world -- 'We have established contact with the UFOs and held a conference with the saucerians from another world in outer space'. Has the USAF or government ever pondered this possible debacle? All the world would forever after condemn the U.S. for missing the greatest 'beat' in history, though they had, through voluminous USAF files, the full evidence in front of them for at least a decade."

IF YOU HAVE UFO EVIDENCE, BURY IT!

An Associate writes from a mid-western city: "A few years ago Mark Probert was here to hold a seance. Almost everyone there requested the Yada to give us the latest factual information about flying saucers. After a long pause he said he was most reluctant to do so because he didn't want to get anyone into trouble. In the Yada's own words, 'My friends, if your government knew or suspected that anyone had physical evidence why and how about the flying saucers, plus information or physical evidence about the occupants of the flying saucers, they would come and take you from your home, lock you up in a mental institution and no one would ever see you again.' When the Yada finished making that statement no one there pressed him for further information about the flying saucers."

Why should our government treat Contactees this way? Consider the answers the Ric Williamson contact group received 15 years ago, by both radio and ouiji board: "Aug. 2, 1952... Your world has been observed for 75,000 years. How can we deny the eternal verities: Life, God, the Creator's place in the divine scheme. How can we stand by and watch the progress of evil men on this blob, the Earth?... Evil planetary men, who abound (in space), will attempt contact with evil men of Saras (earth) for destruction! The good men of Saras must unite with the good men of Universe..." And on Aug. 31, 1952: "@star speaking. Certain great powers in your world wish to see us go away or see us destroyed. Neither will happen. These powers fear us, and when you fear anything you hate it. All planets have come to help certain ones on Saras. Those of the right mind are with us! We will not harm anyone, only their own thoughts can do that!..."
"Professor, you said before about the other man's opinion, how do we know whether he is right or wrong? But if a person continually speaks of fear and destruction -- how do we know whether he is right or wrong?" asked a guest.

"You don't," replied Prof. Luntz. "But there are some people so constituted that when you talk of these things they listen to you. You win their full attention. It is exactly as though you were weaving a hypnotic spell upon them. What is happening is not worry. You worry about what is going to happen, and it never turns out as bad as it appears.

"You may complain about one very dear loved one becoming terrifically old and suffering from great agony. Be compassionate, be understanding, be helpful to that individual; but don't believe that it is necessarily an evil thing that is happening to him. He or she is learning something by that suffering. Perhaps they have done something down through the years that has brought that suffering upon them. The body can stand only so much kicking about, because it is chemical by nature.

"Frustration, yes! All your civilized world today suffers from frustration. This brings on illnesses of the body. How does it work? It creates tensions throughout the body. These lines of force, these stresses, are actual. They work upon the nervous system, and then upon the muscular system. The first thing you know you have heart trouble, or lung trouble, or any of your other ills. There is no such thing as a disease that has not been brought about by the mind. Now, will you disagree with me on that?"

"No, you have taught us too well," replied Harriet Foster.

"No! You have taught yourselves too well."

"Can you think yourself out of ill health?" a visitor asked.

"My dear sir, it is not a matter of thinking oneself out of ill health. That is not the exact approach. It takes something more than thinking, as you know it, because you didn't get yourself ill by thinking as you know the term 'thinking'. You have what are called five senses -- although you will soon find out you have more... You will also learn that your psychologist needs psychiatric treatment when he says a person suffers from
this ill or that ill has acquired it through his sub-conscious, because there is no sub-conscious. There is only conscious. Man can neither become sub- nor un-.. That word 'un' is a little disconcerting. Imagine being un-dead. You can say un-alive!

"What about unhappy?"

"It does not exist," replied the Professor. "When you use the word unhappy, you are painting a picture in your mind of resentment against something you do not want to learn."

"Please go on about this thinking yourself out of illness. Isn't it cause and effect, by following wrong foods and health habits?" inquired a guest.

"Most assuredly. Your wrong thinker is going to do everything else wrong. Your whole thought becomes a wrong thought, and the whole process of thinking becomes negative. . . Now, you may argue me the point that if you should step up to me and stick me with a knife or pin (back in my time the ladies carried hatpins because they did not have the ability to be so sharp in voice as they are today in warding off the ardent swain). . . But how can a chemical action suffer pain? It is not the body that suffers; it is the mind. It is the personality. The ego is being affronted."

"What can you do about it?" asked Harriet.

"You can learn not to be affronted, and that is quite easy if you train yourself a little. To begin with you want to learn the art of what is called patience with all things. You will notice that, while you are suffering, if you become impatient with it and wish to get over in a hurry, it aches that much more. You become irritable; you feel like you can't stand it. But after awhile, you train yourself; you can leave your entire physical under the illusion of physical suffering, physical pain, and bear with it and do great works while you are bearing with it."

"Is it necessary to bear with it?"

"It is necessary to arrange your thinking so that you do not bring it upon yourself. However, after you have; and you wish to escape it, learn the laws of control of mind over body, over matter. There are various methods of going about this. One of them is proper breathing. The blood stream carries all necessary nourishment and supplies chemicals to the various organs throughout the body. The blood stream is operated by the mind, again. Let us prove if the blood stream and its activity is not under the jurisdiction of the mind. Come around a corner all of a sudden, and run into a nice big bear, or a lion -- or your wife and you have another lady with you!"

"Same thing," remarked a gentleman visitor.
"Quite. What happens? Immediately your heart begins to thump; the blood rushes to keep the heart from thumping too hard. The adrenal glands go into action; otherwise, if the supply of adrenalin did not go into quick action, you would die. After you have come over here you will wish you were over here before you came. Death is not something to fear. However, I will try to point out that the mind is the complete controller.

REGENERATIVE BREATHING

"Now, you take breath, the breath of life, it is truly electric; for as you breathe this breath that goes into the lungs, the blood is freed of its poisons; and it goes through the blood stream before it returns out again. Can you imagine how fast that has to travel? Nevertheless, you can take a deep breath; and when you are suffering you can direct this breath -- or what is called prana, life force -- to the part of the body that is in pain -- mentally direct it -- to rid and take out that pain from that part of the body. Do not expect miracles overnight; but I can assure you that with a little practice, if you will do that and do it three times, deep, through the nostrils and back through the nostrils again (although there are some schools that say to take it out through the mouth) directing that breath consciously, for consciousness is the God-force, your suffering will stop."

"That is a very helpful suggestion."

"There are also certain words that I can't give out at the present time; and there are certain passes with the hands, that can be used. Don't say that you can't do it, that only Christ could do it; for did He not say that ye shall do better miracles than He?"

"Did you say you could disregard the laws of the physical and work only with the mind?" inquired a lady.

"My dear, it depends largely on what you know. I do not mean what you believe but what you know."

"I know what I experience."

"All right. You can do with the body as you so choose when you learn how to do it. Let us speak of them. There are medical cases where individuals have lived a seemingly normal life, and when they passed out of the physical body it was discovered, to the dismay of the many of the medical people, that the deceased had no physical brain! It had been eaten up by disease! Now if you doubt this, go and seek in your medical books. . . Proof is only what you believe, not what I show it to you to be. . . I can't prove anything to you and you can't to me. It is 'I' that must find proof within myself, the same as you. . . " (From BSRA No. 10 - I, Part II of the 1950 Series of Probert Seances. 43 pages, mimeo, $1.25 post and tax paid.)
TRANSPLANT SURGERY AND THE ETHERIC DOUBLE

By Trevor James, BSRA

When South African surgeons transplanted a young girl's heart into the body of 55 year-old cardiac patient Louis Washkansky, the sensationmongers of the world press rushed to print with full details of the half-completed experiment. Colored heart photographs bulged from magazine covers. Surgeons were shown hooking up the plumbing in a welter of gore. Like Heinrich Kley art come to life, bloody closeups and detailed drawings illuminated every nuance of the operation.

"New Hearts For Old" crowed Newsweek on its cover, exemplifying the irrational fervor of the press in prematurely bugling an experiment that failed. Any idea of adhering to the classical procedure of clinical proof prior to publication was scattered to the winds by the blast of neurotic babble. Our doctor-worshipping culture would submit to no decent restraint.

The unfortunate death of Louis Washkansky abruptly cooled the most obscene emotional binge medicine or surgery has evoked in years. Triumphant tributes to surgical wizardry ("Doctors can now play God") were replaced with flabby expressions of sympathy for all concerned in the failure. Doctors made vague statements about what had gone wrong. The towering medical genius, conjured into manifestation by the Aladdins of the press, shrank rapidly to the stature of earnest and devoted men bemused by the manifold complexities of the "rejection mechanism".

Borderland Science has singularly germane contributions to make to the illumination of transplantation mysteries. There is no possibility of their being taken up in official circles for reasons that will be dealt with in due course, but among our own Borderlanders such concepts merit circulation. The attention of all rational men of goodwill is again directed to the central element that rules the success or failure of all such transplants -- the human etheric double, or pattern body. The double body interpenetrates and sustains every atom of the physical-mineral structure and is indispensable to life. The double is the presence that vitalizes the human body and makes it a living organism. The absence of the etheric double turns a living human being into a corpse. The double is the formative-force archetype that governs the conditions of the physical tissues, and is the sheath through which the specific biological energy (Vide Wilhelm Reich, MD) permeates the physical organism.

The human etheric double may be directly perceived by any person of normal eyesight, capable of viewing his own hands under
a fluorescent light and against a dull background, black velvet. There are numerous instrumented experiments by which its presence may be verified, but there is no space here to detail these nor should it be necessary for Borderlanders in any event.

ETHERIC DOUBLE IS PHYSICAL

While the double belongs to the level of existence often described by Theosophists as the "imperceptible physical", this sheath is neither a spirit body nor a mental or theoretical concept. The etheric double is an objective reality to the careful observer.

In the past fifty years, a succession of inspired physicians and workers, all of them characterized by Big Medicine as frauds and charlatans, have built up a substantial corpus of practical knowledge concerning the role of the etheric double in health. The whole expanse of New Knowledge covered by Radionics and Radiesthesia deals with the specific energies of the etheric double, and with their detection, numerical classification and manipulation in diagnosis and therapy.

The ultimate achievement in this field is that of the late Dr. Ruth B. Drown, who, by the middle nineteen-thirties, had discovered how to make cross-sectional tissue photographs utilizing the specific biological energy. Soft and hard tissue alike, all being permeated by this energy, were photographed in cross-section with equal clarity. The photographs could be made without the physical presence of the patient, a spot of the patient's blood being sufficient to permit the Drown operator to pick that individual out of the energy ocean in which we all dwell.

Thousands of these photographs were made. In the early days, they were often made for audiences of medical doctors, in public; and frequently the patients of the watching doctors were photographed in this way. There was then, and there is now, an "ethical barrier" to the dissemination of such data in medical journals — when the originator is a Chiropractor, and ipso facto, a quack.

The knowledge of the etheric double and its formative energies, gained in the modern era through radionics and radiesthesia, was given a new dimension through the independent discovery of the Cosmic Life Energy by the late Wilhelm Reich, MD. This eminent pioneer and onetime clinical assistant to Sigmund Freud was NOT in the radionic field. He made his discoveries from a classical beginning in medicine, psychoanalysis and psychiatry. He discovered the Cosmic Life Energy, which he called Orgone, as a result of a decades-long observational and experimental process based in the bioenergetic problems of the emotionally disturbed, and leading out from there into the functioning of the Orgone in the earth's atmosphere.

Reich's discoveries absolutely assure the design and con-
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struction of radionic devices superior to any now in use. His elucidation of the basic physics of Orgone energy, which is in fact the energy of the Etheric Double, is the final breakthrough of the New Knowledge. In addition to the extensive practical provings of his discovery -- all published as they were made -- Reich carried his theoretical work to the level of Orgonometric Equations necessary to the physics of the spinning waveform or kreiselwelle (KRW) that characterises this energy in action.

ANOTHER MARTYR TO THE MEDICAL TRUST

Reich’s victimization by the Food and Drug Administration, subsequent 1957 death in Federal prison, and the burning of his books and papers by the U.S. government, is the most infamous act of obscurantism in American history, and none the less outrageous for having happened barely ten years ago. Despite these deprivations, Reich’s works stand now beyond any government contradiction. Good Americans are ensuring their further dissemination. Incidents like the South African emotional storm and its deflating aftermath, will send intelligent men in search of this New Knowledge in due course; and their hands will be thus mightily strengthened in good works.

The human etheric body is outpicted in the condition of the physical body and its organs. Disturbances in this underlying pattern body are ultimately expressed through the physical-mineral structure. Since the etheric body is the sheath through which all subtler energies -- functional, emotional, spiritual -- are conveyed to the physical body, it follows that damage to specific organs results from specific kinds of human self-abuse that block or divert these energy flows. This applies particularly to the physical bioenergetic flow. The etheric body is the psychosomatic energy conveyor. The way in which the individual human being warps his thinking -- destructive habits, mis-education or through distorted perceptions of the outer world reaching him via his character armor -- governs the way in which his etheric body is disturbed.

This disturbance is then conveyed to the physical structure, although radionic clinical experience indicates that there is an inherent bioenergetic delay between the appearance of the pattern-body symptoms and the gross symptoms in the physical body. This delay is characteristic of all bioenergetic functioning, and is one of the areas where the mechanistically trained physician is not at home. When a man develops a heart that is in its gross condition "flabby and scarred" it is certain that the etheric pattern heart is in equally poor condition.

In Drown therapy, the totality of the patient’s returning bioenergy is focussed into the diseased area. This direction of energy is achieved by tuning the Drown instrument to the functional frequency of the diseased area. The frequencies involved, be it noted, have nothing whatsoever to do with the electromagnetic spectrum and its canons and laws. Let electronis-oriented
medical smart-alecks bear that fact in mind. The increased flow of bioenergy to the diseased area, life-positive and life-sustaining, is tantamount to the reinforcement of the formative powers of the etheric double at that point. Dr. Drown held that this process resulted in an accelerated cell division in the diseased tissue and its gradual regeneration. This procedure was the heart of her therapeutic discoveries, and it centers upon the presence and properties of the etheric double.

**DAMAGE BY ALLOPATHIC DRUGS**

All radionics physicians and experimenters -- without exception in the experience of this writer -- testify to the dislocations and derangements of the etheric body wrought by allopathic drugs in the dosages commonly used today in our Sickness-and-Death industry. The etheric body is frequently partially dislodged from the physical body, which is robbed of its formative powers by gross chemical substances. The bioenergetic flows are inhibited, diverted or blocked by those same drugs, which lodge in parts of the body where they enjoy resonance with the local tissues. This is the picture provided by the New Knowledge.

Classical medicine, by contrast, views the diseased organ as something that must come out! The patient needs a "new" heart or a "new" kidney, and the inevitable mechanistic parallel is drawn to the car that needs a new fuel pump. A heart patient's cardiac degeneration is deemed due to physical, biochemical or neurological causes. The concept of an underlying pattern heart -- the etheric heart -- is not considered. All medical education biasses the mind against such a concept; for the physical-mineral conceptions are deemed all-sufficient. Today's doctor, emerging from what pandering drug industry ads describe as "ten costly years of training" is incapable of describing what the bioenergetic presence is that differentiates a corpse from a living human. He never does find out. His medical school professors cannot tell him. Yet trained on the cadaver he goes to work on the living organism completely unaware of what makes things live; and he is willing to join his equally ignorant professional fellows in torpedoing pioneers like Reich and Drown, the people who might help him break out of his straitjacket.

In order to carry out the grossly mechanical concept of an organ transplant, the surgeons, even if going about it with the best motives, intentions and dedication, go through a process that to the New Knowledge seems incredible. The patient is surgically assaulted, and he is already a sick man. His shocked system is flooded with jolts of allopathic drugs and steroid hormones, intended to suppress his rejection mechanism but destined to derange his etheric body upon whose continued functioning all depends. The patient is then bombed with radiation from cobalt, a form of energy that is antagonistic to Life Energy.

The Life process, instead of being stimulated and encouraged through measures that will help the formative body to func-
tion more strongly is actually depressed. And then a "good" heart is loaded into the spot from which the "bad" heart was taken and the pattern etheric heart is expected to recover because of a good physical heart -- instead of the other way around.

HOW NEAR OR FAR IS FUNCTIONAL MEDICINE?

Possibly in the lifetime of some of us 1968 Borderlanders we may see some beginning to the introduction of functional principles, concepts and methods into medicine and surgery. The benefits from such a conceptual revolution would be enormous for humanity. Generally speaking, it seems evident that the introduction of these things will require a far superior brand of individual than is found generally in the medical profession today. Ultimately, functionalism cannot be excluded because it is the direction of true progress and seeking men will and must find that direction.

Meanwhile, might we not ask a small favor of Big Medicine? Might we not ask that it use its well-honed power of suppression to suppress the jangling evangelism with which these experimental lash-ups are prematurely ventilated in general publications? Might we not fairly request, gentlemen, that you draw a decent veil of privacy between the suffering Washkanskys of this world and the publicists who are intent on having us all worship at your shoddy shrine?

After all, gentlemen, you are "arousing the hopes of thousands of people who really have no chance, people for whom you can do little or nothing". "Raising false hopes is repensible." At least, that is what you tell your trained seals in the press when you vilify the quacks!

* * *

HE SHOULD HAVE INCLUDED BIG MEDICINE

"Organized labor should campaign for the nationalization of railroads if Congress refuses to permit strikes against them, P.L. (Roy) Siemiller, president of the International Association of Machinists, said. 'If an industry is too important to permit workers to strike, it is too important to leave in the hands of private profiteers,' he said. His union is one of six that were involved in a two-day walkout that resulted in congressional approval of a compulsory arbitration law to settle that dispute." (LA "Times", Aug. 17, 1967.)

* * *

CAN YOU BELIEVE THIS???!!!

"The cause of health lies within man. He should not look to pills or injections to save him!" Dr. Jonas Salk, quoted in a radio news item from San Diego, May 15, 1966.
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THE GRUESOME ETHERIC BORDER PATROL
or RAW MEAT ELECTRONICS

By Andrew Hardie

I appreciated the printing of Hanford’s message on the robots in the December Journal, and the mention of who the channel was. It gives my girls a real lift to see their writings printed and placed before the public, especially in a Journal of your calibre; but I was disappointed that you did not print the messages we got from Myron along this same line. Come to think of it I don’t believe I sent these and I should have.

When Marian was here in October there were some broadcasts via radio and news stories about the Colorado woman who found that her pet horse Snippy had been slain. The blood was all drained from it. Some of the flesh was taken and the hide used to wrap up the remainder. Even the brains had been extracted. There was also their experience with a UFO that chased her son till he had to escape from it by running his car between two trees and fleeing on foot to his home.

We heard that Prof. Condon of the University of Colorado sent an investigator to review this matter. A horse doctor told this woman that it was ordinary hunters that did the job. This didn’t explain the radio-active burn she got on her hands and arm from picking up one parcel of the flesh still wrapped up. This was in a space that showed plainly that some strange machine had landed there for trees were crushed down. So we were curious to find out from Myron or Hanford, or somebody, what the real truth was concerning this and here is what we got.

"Many would like to know the real truth about what these UFOs are up to in their pursuit of men and animals. What really happens would be too great a shock to mortals who dwell in the safety of materialistic logic. It is perhaps unwise to go into great detail as to what actually happened in the horse incident in Colorado; but I wish to let you into an area of understanding of this type of happening," wrote Myron through Marian.

"To begin with, we are not dealing with the Christ Forces or entities that share our Laws motives or actions. We are dealing with an opposite quality, one which you would term evil. These small beings are vampirish in nature. Though of the low 4th Dimension they find both human and animal blood to their liking. It is with great haste and precision that they stun and kill animals in an open and accessible area, not too close to humans who they do not wish to utilize. These, in this in-
stance wanted a large quantity of flesh and blood, if possible, without attracting attention to their activities.

**ETHERIC "LASERS" IN OPERATION**

"The dissecting of the flesh is done with rays from their ships, and these hunks of meat are often eaten raw or are used in experimental labs of which they have many. This is not the only instance where they have been caught red-handed so to speak. They often prey upon wild animals in areas where they are free to carry on these experiments on the ground without interference from 3D mortals.

"The rays that are used to dissect these beasts are the same that are used to stun and skin. This is where extensive radioactivity comes in in these cases. These forces are becoming increasingly bold and they draw much added energy from the violent outbursts that humans all over the earth are subject to. As this momentum accelerates these evil forces shall be manifesting in all manner of fiendish ways.

"It is with great urgency that we stress the importance of all humans to align themselves with the Christ Forces for Guidance, Understanding and Protection. Stand in the Christ Light and learn to use it. This is your only defense against this evil."

Myron, Ashtar Command

The next day after getting this we still weren't satisfied with this message and Myron knew it; so just before Marian left for home in Oregon he answered our thought by this last message. Poor old Hanford (the "doorkeeper") has his job cut out keeping certain ones out and letting those that have the most thing of importance in. This time Hanford wrote first, "I feel that perhaps it is best to let Myron add to his last message so as to clear that score."

**ARE THESE CREATURES RICHARD SHAVER'S DEROS?**

"The people or should I say creatures that are doing these fiendish deeds come from both the inside of the earth, and from bases that they have set up on the moon. Just as your earth has many different activities and kinds of entities moving about on it, so does the moon."

(Which moon is Myron referring to, the visible one we all know and see? Or the dark moon Fowzer, mentioned in the space messages received by Ric Williamson and his group in 1952? PHC.)

"This has to be cleansed away and put into a new spiritual frequency. While the moon is not to have the same type of cleansing as the earth, it too will be part of the New Heaven. There is constant negative activity going on under the earth. Large caverns are being used as hiding places for this type of negation."
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(We wonder if the Sicilian earthquakes of Jan. 15-16-17, 1968 might be an example of Cavern cleansing activity? Western Sicily, where they occurred, is the ancestral home of the Mafia. The jolts disturb the stability of the crust above the Caverns. The top falls in wiping out the Cavern and its inhabitants. The earth above settles or falls in a destructive displacement. RHS.)

"Believe me they come in almost any size -- shape -- color. We monitor them at all times from our Stations and their efforts are expanding as the human level of emotions becomes more and more uncontrolled. This whole thing is going to burst like a balloon and those of you who have heard the spiritual call shall be truly blest. Stand in the Christ Light and claim your spiritual heritage"

I am Myron, Ashtar Command.

**Preservation for Future Work**

So much for that, and we hope after all this half-blind effort of typing this out you will find some good in it. If not, send it back. Now for more.

I dont know if you have been getting it but we sure have of late -- about a Coastal disaster due to change the California coast line shortly. I sure hate to peddle disaster stuff but here's what we get on this. First, while a little has been said about this coastal shake-up, more has been said about the placing of a Protective Force Field around all near this coast region that are to be preserved for future work with the Space folks, what it's like and how it works. This may turn out to be a long article but if you can stand it I can too.

"I have been with Mario and Ashtar aboard a Spacecraft high over this coastline. We are preparing for an invisible shield to be lowered over each of the members of the Ashtar Command that may be caught in this coastal disturbance we foresee. This shield is an Etheric Force Field. That would best describe it. It is made of energy of a very high frequency. Its purpose is to protect those it surrounds from any negation, whether man-made or of any other origin. This shield moves with you and extends out to a distance of approximately 30 feet. It is not evident to anyone but those of the Christ Forces whose business it is to guard and protect individuals who will be instrumental in helping us in the future.

"I can tell you that things are shaping up fast -- faster than we had thought it would be a year ago. Human reaction in violence is mounting and it is safest to be in your own home in a vibration that is one of spiritual peace and harmony."

I am Myron, Ashtar Command.

To all this Manford adds his bit: "The Forces that are to do this job are assembling and it makes a tremendous impression..."
on me as your door keeper. I can't describe it as I'd like to
but they seem to be of a very advanced and spiritual nature."

("Human reaction in violence" which could trigger a nat-
ural catastrophe of larger proportions by etheric repercussion
occurred in Los Angeles on Friday afternoon, Jan. 26th. "A labor
rally called to show support for strikers at the Los Angeles
Herald-Examiner turned into a window-smashing, rock-throwing mob
scene at the paper's downtown plant. A crowd that police estim-
ated reached 2,000 surrounded the newspaper plant, marched peace-
fully in the gathering darkness, then turned suddenly violent as
firecrackers began to explode around the premises." LA Times. RHC)

THE PROTECTIVE SHIELD

Our teen age friend over there with his gang of student
healers whom we call West likes to spill the beans now and then.
Here is his description of this covering of protection. He
and his friends watched higher beings place the shields over cer-
tain ones to be protected from this coastal disaster. This oper-
atation covered several days while Marian was here.

"I'm going to tell you what this Shield looked like to me,"
wrote Westerly. "I've been watching and each one of you have
one, and it goes out from your spiritual centers like if you were
a light bulb. These ray out to the area all around you, but at
the edge where this stops it is like it is cut off abruptly, and
there is a whirling mass of colored light (vibrating). This is
called Etheric, or an Electric-Magnetic Force-field. It is active
instantly when an object or a being charged with an opposite vi-
bration comes through or near this force-field, which is of a
positive nature.

"I have moved back and forth through it, and I have tried
to pose as an evil entity and see if there is resistance there.
I found that what I 'think' does not affect it as any substance.
They tell me it is because I am not really evil but only pretend-
ing, and what I am registers on it -- not what I think for a moment.

"So now you see what your force-field is like. It is full
of colors and waves of light and when you pray these expand and
flow out in a brighter arc of light. It looks like a light bulb
that has been turned on from dim to bright. So this is the rea-
son they say 'send out the Light and make it a part of your every
thought'."

Later, in another message from Westerly, he reported how
several attacks had been made by dark forces to crash this bar-
rrier, but failed to make it. So evidently it works.

Here is an extract from a message from Lance, who was sent
to us by Ashtar. He is not an earth spirit but an Etherian.

"Your father asked about the expected earthquake along the
coast. This I see has crystallized on the Astral (Etheric?) level, and it is just a matter of thought patterns until it is lowered into manifestation upon the Earth plane. What holds this back from happening is the influx of Spiritual Light we can draw upon to forestall this from manifesting. It can't be held back forever; for man has karma to pay; and it must be paid at some time.

"This is the reason we are building up banks of spiritual people -- rather Light banks -- to draw upon. The dates you receive could or could not be accurate because even we do not know that far in advance the exact time. We can tell you, yes, it will happen; but how soon and how seriously, to what extent, is something man controls. Spiritual ignorance is a whiplash. I feel I've established some rapport with you again and I shall be near to write at another time."

I am Lance.

"SHALL I ALONE BE SAVED?"

Now I want to give you something from Ashtar, received Nov. 8, 1967. This would indicate that "something big" is expected to occur within three months from that date. This would bring it to early February '68. Take it or leave it. Ashtar has never fooled us yet and we are hoping he will this time for we sure aren't crazy to see anything happen that will destroy life or property and involve mass destruction. "Shall I alone be saved and hear the whole world cry?" Could well be the title of my next book. Ha! First, Bayham -- he is guide and teacher of Virginia's grandchild, Andrea -- has this to say.

"Mary, the days ahead are growing exceedingly dark with threats to your safety and peace of mind. We have prepared a place for you all that you can be taken to in event of dire necessity. This next period shall be one which many shall be tested to the extreme." This in part, then Ashtar comes in with this. "I come to add what Bayham has given you and to tell you that while there has been a slight lessening of danger, it grows again darker than before. The next three months are critical for earth and all who wish to continue living on its surface.

"The forces of darkness are assembling in very large numbers for an assault upon the human mind and spirit. Watch the up-swing in violence of a family nature, or rather outbursts in this unsuspecting area of life. All efforts are being made by the dark ones to unbalance those who dwell on the edge of normalcy, ones who have no spiritual backbone to resist in depth the onslaught of negative vibrations.

"Draw close to us and that which you have been taught. Despair not for those who are not interested. In the future they can swing your way overnight and be receptive to much help. Until then, they dwell in the twilight zone of understanding, asleep to truth and light. Stand firm and use your understand-
ing to project Light in abundance." I am Ashtar.

AQUARIAN AGE ENERGY COMING IN

Now, in the last message we got from Ashtar is a very significant remark. I'd like to give you the whole message but will confine it to this part which shows that the Spirit and Space brothers now have access to a Power or instrument of offence and defense they've never been permitted to use before. Owing to the nature of the assault upon this planet by forces that are neither from the Moon nor from our own sphere, but as I understand are coming from an inversive Galaxie far beyond our own, this special power or force has now been granted our space beings to use. The evil ones now upon this planet -- the residue of evil from Maldek (the destroyed planet between Mars and Jupiter. RHC.) -- are as nothing compared with the power of evil from these from outer space, hence more powerful weapons are needed to combat this attack now imminent.

"My blessing on you three. These is an overshadowing power here today and I shall tell you that it is a Solar form of protection. Myron was drawing from its energy to write and I, too, am drawing from it.

"The atmosphere is one of crisis and of waiting.

"The hour is drawing close for us to use energy that we have not been allowed to use fully up to this time. Conditions had to come full cycle (circle) on the material plane first. This Solar energy is flowing out to all of you of the Christ Command. The Ashtar Command is a working part. Sananda has spoken of this Newness that showers forth on good and bad alike -- accenting the qualities of both to a greater degree. Your Overself has spoken of you as a battery to store and give out this energy when the time comes for you to do this. This I want you all to do: draw Light into yourself in all manner of ways that you can; saturate your mind with radiance of that which is Divine in essence; for the day draws nigh for your true work to begin.

"The Christ Light sustains all who truly desire to walk the Path of He who is the Wayshower." I am Ashtar.

Now one more message, from our Wayshower. I had commented to Marian on how Sananda spoke or made His approach to other Light Centers, and wondered if it was the same being or some imposter pretending it was Sananda. I did not ask for any message but it came. You can't hide your thoughts from those above.

I will close this book with Sananda's last message. It sure came as a surprise. It shows how careful one should be to watch what they're thinking about. I apologize for this long letter but take comfort in that this will be my last one to you this
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year. We hope some of this can be useful to you in your work, at least thought-provoking. It all shows the closeness we are getting to the 4th Dimension, and how wonderful it is to draw close to our friends and loved ones in that department of life. What the year 1968 will bring forth one can only guess, but if it turns out to be as spiritually profitable as 1967 has, we will be very happy.

STRIVE FOR YOUR OWN CHRIST EXPRESSION

"I walk many paths and speak in many ways. My message is always the same in text. There shall be many more to give forth my words. There shall be phrases and subjects covered dealing with all things as all things shall be made new.

"Channels and mediums are but vessels for my use. Because they strive for Christhood they assert their mannerisms for me to either use or dominate. I often choose to use them for I do not wish to dominate any soul striving for its own Christ expression. All searching in this area will be richly rewarded -- more than has been possible at any time in the history of your earth.

"You have chosen to help prepare the way for my coming; that is why I am here with you as your Master Teacher. We serve each other; and in serving the Christ in one another, we serve our Father in heaven in like manner.

"Your father has served. Your mother has served. Your sister has served, and those your lives have touched serve also. The flood gates of heaven are opening. Great radiance shall cover all of you with love and patience.

"Be not weary for all is within my Father's plan.

"He has sent me to you to guide and direct your feet.

"My Mantle is Light and this is your Shield.

"Stand firm in this knowledge."

Sananda.

* * *

"In such a time of troubles as this one the supreme virtue of a statesman is prudence. Which means the art of navigating along a rocky coast in a stormy sea. For this they must forswear grandiose policies, such as fighting for universal peace or fighting to remake the civilizations of Asia and Africa. They must recognize the limitations of their powers, and while they cannot and will not withdraw into isolation, they must avoid ideological interventions. . . For good or evil, the modern world cannot be conquered or converted or governed by anyone. The world is not one but many."

Walter Lippmann
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"...And when they opened their treasures, they presented unto him gifts; gold, and frankincense and myrrh." Matthew.

In order to adequately explain this symbolism, we should know a little something about the science of feedback systems. When linear lines of radiations of life are borne out in space from a zero point of beginning, they curve back on themselves heliocentrically, that is, as unending spirals. This explains Einstein's curvature of space. This is living naturally without end and without beginning.

That heliocentric prodigal, feeding himself back, is automatic. To but wilfully touch an automaticity, even with a breath of air, a thought, a look, or a desire, is murder; is to force the helix to zero in to die in a nuclear mass and explosively come to life again. One breath changes every cell of the body.

Thus it is said, give no thought of the morrow, for, if you do, tomorrow you die; and when you are perfectly dead, "ye must be born again". Mrs. Lot took one look and was turned into stone, nucleicly stone dead.

Gold is the symbol of birth. To be given gold is to be given the golden dawn of the life of another day, another radiating birth curling back on itself naturally and unendingly. Gold is the first spectral color to appear. Midas, the heliocentric mid-S, is death. Everything that death touches turns to gold. Midnight turns to golden dawn.

Simultaneous with the gold of borning, one is given frankincense, the frank to incense oneself with more desires, the frank to fire up one's helical pile by mere thinking. Frankincense is a symbol of one's freedom of movement by which to groovey oneself helically in again to another explosive borning point of death. It's a life for a life. Dying is voluntary. Then to live again is mandatory. Everything is born Lazarusly. Life is by measure immortal. Death is frankly in your own hands, your own Frankenstein. To frank is to fusion, and then the fusion must fission. Countdowns to zero mount up malignantly, and that's being frank about it.

Death is a sweet and peaceful sleep for a zero moment, and then the fireworks, another fallout of hell, radioactive birth. Then one experiences how the fire fell into manifestation, how one comes to life with the smell of fire in his nostrils and the taste of ashes in his mouth.
Thus simultaneous with the giving of gold and the giving of frankincense, simultaneous with one's borning and his freedom of choice to die, the borning life is also given the taste of bitter myrrh. Bad things come in threes.

Reincarnation is the punishment for having synfully died. It's a matter of cause and effect, fusion and fission. "... And when they opened their treasures", their fusion fissioned. Oddly enough, bitter myrrh is used as an astringent and also as a cleansing agent. This trinity of gifts are gifts to the dead, gifts of life for better or for worse. We seek death and find more life.

in

Jesus was born/an unstable stable, in a static, in a heliocentric zero-dead center where there is no room in the innermost inn-point except to die into and simultaneously born out of. This is static electricity. This is good Einsteinian physics. This is the story of creation according to Mathew.

* * *

CONTROLLED FUSION FROM SUPER-MAGNETS

"At 5 o'clock one recent morning in Cleveland, bleary-eyed researchers took another long stride toward a seemingly esoteric goal. They found a better supermagnet. To the layman, such a device might appear to be no more than a bizarre curiosity, like a super mousetrap. Not so. Scientists say these magnets will be absolutely vital in producing cheap electric power from the fusion of hydrogen atoms, the same reaction, which, when uncontrolled, gives the H-bomb its terrifying destructiveness. The production of power from fusion has long been an objective of U.S. researchers.

"The supermagnets also open new possibilities for powering spaceships on future interplanetary flights. Small, light, requiring little current for their operation and yet capable of producing intense magnetic fields, they could easily be carried aboard spaceships for use in fusion-powered and certain electrically powered propulsion systems scientists are now thinking of. Without the supermagnets, such rockets would be out of the question...

"Researchers have found a way to overcome almost all this resistance (in ordinary metals like silver and copper) and insure that almost no current is lost, thanks to a discovery at Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1961. There it was found that a compound of the elements niobium and tin became a superconductor when cooled close to absolute zero, minus 459.7 degrees Fahrenheit. Moreover, it kept this superconducting property even in a strong magnetic field. Before then, all substances known to be superconductors quickly lost this quality when exposed to a strong field, and thus couldn't be used in magnets."

Jerry Bishop in the "Wall Street Journal"
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"NOT ANY ONE OF US IS SAFE!"

Los Angeles "Free Press", Dec. 8-15, 1967: "Since Nov. 22, 1963 Marjorie Field has spent many thousands of hours in painstaking study of the available documentation on the assassination of Pres. Kennedy. On that date she began to accumulate what by now has become a massive research library. In the fall of 1964, with the release of the Warren Report and the 26 volumes of Hearings and Exhibits, the primary focus of her work became an exhaustive examination of the crucial data in these books. There are perhaps no more than two or three other people in the country who have undertaken so extensive a study of this documentary evidence. The thoroughness of her research is such that she has long since been recognized as being second to none in her knowledge of this historic material. Last week, Free Press reporters Paul Everle and Tony Anthony interviewed Mrs. Field in her Los Angeles home.

"F.P.: 'What is the title of your book?'

"M.F.: 'The Evidence.'

"F.P.: 'And it was accepted by Random House and then rejected?'

"M.F.: 'Yes. I had a signed contract and my first advance. Then they cancelled the contract and decided not to publish it. The reason I was given was that the production costs were too great. I want to be fair -- the book does have a production problem to a certain extent. It is totally different from any of the other books that have been written on this case because it is not written in narrative. I have taken the ten first conclusions in the Warren Report, and I've put at the head of each page the stated conclusion. They I've taken the actual testimony, the FBI reports, the secret service reports, the commission exhibits, diagrams, and juxtaposed them against the stated conclusions to show that the evidence in no situation really supports the conclusion the Warren Commission arrived at. . . all these present a problem in production. However, I do not really except the publisher's excuse because they were in consultation with a production man in New York and he was so excited about the book that he said, 'I will waive my fee, and take it in royalties, because I believe it is an important book.' Then they still told me that there was a production problem. . . ."

"F.P.: 'Who planned the assassination? The CIA? The FBI?'

"M.F.: 'A researcher, such as myself, who concerns himself primarily with the evidence in the 26 volumes of hearings and exhibits, is not in a position to name the architects of the conspiracy. But it is clear to me, as a result of my four years of
study, that powerful forces were involved, but the Warren Commission invariably failed to follow up leads.

"Everything in the volumes points to conspiracy! And nobody but a small group of people like myself have read these books. People aren't interested in them. They don't even know where they can buy them. Most people don't even know there are 26 volumes! And even worse, quite apart from the volumes, few people have even read the single book called the Warren Report. This apathy reflects itself in two ways. There are those who say they believe the Warren Report, usually without having read it; and those who say, well, sure, it was a conspiracy, but so what. He's dead. What's the difference who killed him. It's past history and we can't bring him back. And you hear this from intelligent people! They don't make the link between what happened on that day and what's happening today. Just look at the situation we are in today! And who is running this country today, and who has been running it since Nov. 22, 1963?

AMERICA REMAINS A SICK COUNTRY

"The second part of my book is called 'Threads' and that is where I deal with the many many people involved who would have led the commission to a conspiracy, had they investigated the evidence available to them. It's there. But until we can get a proper investigation -- and I'm not sure there can ever be such a thing -- or until we can get to the bottom of the Kennedy assassination, this country is going to remain a sick country. No matter what we do. Because we cannot live with that crime. We just can't. The threat is too great. There are forces in this country who have gotten away with this thing, and will strike again. And not any one of us is safe. When a man can be picked up in the street and charged with two murders that he didn't commit, and be consigned to history as the assassin, it can happen to any one of us. And this is where it's at!"

HELP! TO CLEAR A HAUNTED HOUSE

"We recently moved to Delaware from New Mexico and have discovered some sort of spirits in the house which we haven't positively identified yet, though we feel they are underdeveloped and in little control of their activity, rather than malevolent, probably one male and one female. We have pre-school children who are quite sensitive and so we'd appreciate being able to rid the house of this nuisance. My husband and I are students of the Hermetic Tradition and the ideas of Gurdjieff. If there is information you could make available to us concerning this small matter I would deeply appreciate it."

Mrs. J.L.

"Glad to have your order for BSRA literature and the inquiry for help in the matter of earthbound human spirits -- or perhaps meddlesome etheric elementals -- in your new (old) home. Meade Layne's "Retro Me" (BSRA No. 7, 50¢) which you have ordered, has Jan-Feb 1968 RR, Page 22
several effective rituals in it. The most powerful probably is the Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram described on pages three and four. Meade's involved style of description will require some study and practice but it is well worth it. We have it spelled out a little more clearly in our old Studies of the Kabala and in the upcoming Volume II of "The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances".

The very first time you go through the Banishing Ritual, brochure in one hand and dagger or wand in the other, should be enough to give the spooks the heave-ho. But you may have to use it several times to cleanse the place for good. Anyhow, as students of metaphysics who do regular study and meditation, you should have an effective banishing ritual memorized and ready for use at any time. The Light you release on the Inner Planes when meditating attracts bad guys as well as good guys. Good intentions alone are not enough to keep unwanted intruders out. I haven't seen any ceremonial magic to speak of in the Rosicrucian and Gurdjieff material I've read. Max Heindel was more Mystic than Occult Scientist and, as far as I can tell, thought ceremonial magic was the work of the devil. Gurdjieff was a practicing magician of a high order, no doubt, for his own selfish purposes.

One of the best books in print on "Psychic Self-Defense" is that by Dion Fortune. This woman writes from first hand experience and each chapter is devoted to the various kinds of psychic attacks and black magic. It was an eye-opener to me and should be to you. Meade gives the old price of $3.00, but Aquarian Press, 29 Denison House, 296 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1, England now sells it at $5 a copy. Better get one and study it.

ARE YOU A HUMAN BOARDING HOUSE FOR A SPOOK?

"I have a serious problem which I need help on. I have a first cousin, four years younger than me; we have been very close all of our lives. She had a severe shock last fall and the last three times she has been here her conduct puzzled me. This last time especially it was so much like a very undesirable mutual uncle of ours who died several years back that I can think of nothing but that she has let him in. He is possessing her. The serious part of it is, he hated me. He sponged off women, relatives and anybody handy, and if driven to work, got it by running a booze-and-women place. He set up one in this neighborhood. Drunks were driving past day and night when my children were small. I finally turned him in — though the lazy bastard of a sheriff wouldn't do anything. He was afraid he'd lose a few votes.

"Anyway, Dear Uncle found out about it and it cramped his style. He finally left this locality for one where he didn't have any nieces to stool pigeon. To get back to my lady cousin, she is a natural born leaner and she loved Uncle. She is a good..."
medium, and used to ask his advice, especially on financial mat-
ters. She liked the advice he gave her; they took her second hus-
band but good, between them! I detected hidden hostility in her
the last visit, which verifies that Dear Uncle is behind it. I
dont want her around now; neither do I like to desert her when she
needs help. The trouble is, she likes his advice better than mine;
for I'd tell her to get off her pratt and get a job and he would
figure out some angle.

"Riley, I wish you would answer me in the next Journal.
Dont go into any detail as she might recognize herself and hell
hath no fury, etc. Can I oust him from a distance? She lives
about 60 miles from here. She resists discipline and facing her-
self. I need help; for I dont want Dear Unkie getting back at
me through this gal. If you could answer through the Journal it
might help others, too, and save you the time of writing to me."

Mrs. A.N. Onymous
Somewhere, U.S.A.

Distance is no barrier to ritual properly performed and with
intention. But out of her own desire for spooky companionship
your cousin is going to open the door as often as you close it!
Also, to try to impose your will on her is black magic. You have
the right of Psychic Self-Defense, however, as suggested in the
answer to the previous letter. You can effectively wall her out
of your life with the Banishing Ritual; but if you insist on
meeting her socially, you would do well to cleanse yourself and
your home immediately after she leaves; otherwise Dear Unkie
might leave an evil deposit of etheric material which could cause
an accident or illness to you. Here again we see why worthwhile
Mystery Schools insist that their students and members carry
out daily physical and spiritual cleansing rituals. Equally
important are daily Service prayers for the health and well-being
of others. Go back and read again the "Guide Lines for Space
Contact" in the July-August 1967 Journal.

THOSE THIRSTY HUMAN OIDS FROM THE WATERLESS MOON

"Here is a bit of phenomenon of interest to you. Eugene
Drake has a 1200 gallon water tank at his desert retreat. This
usually lasts six months. Most of us bring water with us to
help out over the weekend. The First of August the tank was dry.
I was there when the water delivery was made. Dr. Drake climbed
to the top of the tank and held the water hose. Two weeks later
the tank was empty when he arrived for the weekend. I phoned the
water delivery for him and again it was filled to overflowing.
This weekend, two weeks from the second filling, he finds the
tank empty for the third time. This also happened last November.
There are no tracks of any kind. He raked the ground all around
the tank after the second filling so as to see foot prints or
truck tire tracks. None!! Something else we have noticed. No
birds around as usual, not even ground squirrels..."

Esther Ellsworth, Morongo Valley, Calif.
"A S A M A N T H I N K E T H I N H I S H E A R T"

"Harold Kinney's passing was quite saddening to me. We had been contacting each other for a number of years. In fact I sent him some of the greasewood from this area, which he said was of a weaker type. He wrote me of his bout with the law and how the stress and strain had caused him to develop a lung cancer. But he was taking some kind of shots and treatments (including the use of an MWO, rhc) and was 100% or more confident that he would be cured therefrom. In fact he gave me hell why I didn't take the same treatment for my chest. He was surprised that an intelligent (?) guy like me didn't do anything about it. He said that he loved his food, had chicken on the stove and was about to go on eating, as usual. Perish the thought that he should cut down on his diet!

"I did learn one thing from him, and that's how to spell mucus and not mucous, which I told him I had. Harold Kinney had very set opinions on everything. But I did get a few good tips from him about herbs. He told me that the desert squaw tea that I was using must have a brown core in the twigs, and that the white, according to his information, was harmful. We have both varieties of greasewood.

"Well, that's another one of the Aberrated gang gone. Because there were so many of the group got sick at the same time he attributed it all to psychic attack. I guess all the mediumistic practice is psychic self-attack."

Philip Friedman
Florence, Arizona

We still get inquiries from Associates and others suffering from arthritis, hoping vainly for another "Harold Kinney" who is willing to risk his life gathering, preparing and distributing greasewood for the making of Desert Squaw tea. Perhaps there is some Spanish-American or Indian herb doctor who can and will supply Guberndaora greasewood by mail. If we locate one, we'll publish the information in CQC. Meanwhile, here may be an acceptable substitute, Aloe Vera. Mr. Friedman supplied us with a few leaves from this ancient healer, a desert succulent, for experimental purposes.

THE MEDICINAL PLANT OF ANCIENT TIMES

"Aloe Vera, the magic produces the only known cure for atomic burns. Although the magic power of the juice from the aloe-vera plant has been known in the tropic belt around the world for more than 2,000 years, it has become almost unknown to the average person in America. When atomic bases were established in Florida, the news leaked out that a grover near Fort Lauderdale had about 200 acres in aloe-vera; from which he shipped the juice and pulp from the leaves by barrels to atomic bases to be used in curing atomic burns. The juice from the aloe-vera leaf has been used in
drugs for many years, but its identity is carefully concealed under medical names, and the cost becomes many, many times greater than that of the juice fresh from a leaf which is sold and shipped by parcel post for less than 50¢ per leaf.

"Where the plant is well known in the tropical belt around the world, it is used to cure heavy rum drinkers of ulcers. In Florida it has cured hundreds of cases of cancer and liver ailments. By cleansing the liver with aloe-vera, many ailments which come from dirty blood will disappear. Many women who know the power of aloe-vera keep a plant in the yard or in the kitchen to treat burns and cuts.

"Aloe-vera juice will stop all pain within a few minutes. A cut will heal in less than one-half the usual time if it is filled with aloe-vera juice. There are growers in Florida and in Texas who ship aloe-vera leaves to large medical centers by the ton. Aloe-vera is listed in the book 'Back to Eden' by Je­thro Kloss. Your doctor will never tell you about it. I have seen doctors get very angry when they found that a patient had or knew about aloe-vera." (Reprint from Hearld of Health)

Herman Kuppers, B.S.A.
Rte 2, Box 34 A
Franklin, North Carolina 28734

We have found that the juice of Aloe Vera does have a very positive effect on skin cuts and bruises, knocking out pain and speeding the healing process. The juice is odorless and tasteless. It looks and feels sticky with about the consistency of glycerine. In a moment it dries away completely, leaving the skin feeling refreshed and clean. No wonder it is used in face creams! Another Associate has supplied us with descriptive literature from a Texas supplier, Phyllisann Lee Sales, Inc., Lyford, Texas 78569. They market the pure juice, "gel", and cosmetics.

In her descriptive brochure, Mrs. Lee Ewald quotes Rhoers "Exotica": "ALOE VERA -- the 'True Aloe' or 'Medicine Plant'. The pulp of which is used to heal sores, burns and cuts; widely cultivated; short stemmed, suckering rosette with fleshy, dagger shaped, channeled leaves to two feet long, gray green and covered with a silvery blue glaucesence and edged with soft pale spines; nodding, cylindrical flowers."

"The wonder of the Aloe Vera plant is amazing. In growing it manufactures the benefits of this vegetable gel in a yellow latex liner just under the tough green peeling of its leaf then to mature its leaves. By a process of nature, it filters its bland natural benefits into its intestinal material composed of
some fiber and more gel; called gel because of its thick molecular coagulate action. A vessel filled to overflowing with raw Aloe Vera Gel will swiftly empty its contents. The Aloe Vera is known as the medicine plant; it was used in folk medicine for at least 400 years before the Christian Era. This plant seems to have been isolated from its large family by a process of actual use. The plants used in formulating Phyllisanne Lee Aloe Vera Products are, so far as contacted authority can affirm, the same true Aloe Vera plant used in ancient times in India, Greece, Egypt and China. It seems to have originated in far South Africa.

"The Aloe Vera is a sister plant of the table onion, asparagus and the beautiful Easter lily. As 16 to 20 onions should not be used in one individual meal so care should be exercised in the amount of pure raw Aloe Vera gel individually used. In countries were the Aloe Vera grows as a native plant, it is eaten as a table vegetable with a taste of bitter lettuce or endive. It cannot be grown except in tropical climates. It cannot be grown in pots in suitable quantities to be of any value in diets as only mature leaves are useful. Potted plants usually mature three leaves a year. As a house plant it can be considered the Plant of the Year..."

For full descriptive literature write to this Texas grower and manufacturer yourself. There is a listing and prices of cosmetics and suggested recipes for use of the gel in cooking and salads. An 8 ounce bottle of the pure Aloe Vera Gel is 75¢.

REPORT ON TONY ACPAOA'S SUCCESSFUL PSYCHIC SURGERY

"Apropos of Tony, psychic healer of the Philippines, a very outstanding healing occurred in February 1967. My wife was a very sick woman. She went all over the country, all different sanatoriums, specialists, etc., etc., with no help. On different occasions I had to consult many famous M.D.s. Bluntly they told me that there was no cure for her condition. In desperation she took the trip to the Philippines, placed herself under Tony's care. He took six stones out from her gall bladder, part of an ulcerated duodenum the size of a half dollar, three inches of growth from the upper part of one lung. Now, from 75 lbs. she has regained weight to 105 lbs. In a few months she had regained her health, so much so this past summer she was able to assist me in my business which is a large summer undertaking. Of course we live on strictly organically grown foods. Unfortunately, the medical octopus is already extending its nefarious tentacles all over the world. I read that Tony has been convicted again and fined $250 for medical malpractice. Enclosed is $2.50 for a copy of 'Three Great Aquarian Age Healers', and $2.00 for the adjustment of my account. Your Journal is most interesting and instructive."

Alex Mollayan
Miami, Florida
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"FAITH HEALER BARRIED FROM PRACTICE BY THE COURT"


"Manila (AP) -- Antonio Agpaoa, a self-styled Filipino faith healer who late last year treated over 100 American invalids, has been barred by a Philippine court from practicing his trade, the Philippine news service reported yesterday. PNS said the action followed a petition filed by a board of medical examiners. Agpaoa was found guilty of medical malpractice by a Manila court in 1959 and fined $250."

NEWS FROM DR. NELSON AND JANE DECKER

"Just want you to know we will be leaving Puerto Rico by Feb. 6th. Nelson accepted an offer from the Detroit 'Tigers' as trainer for their minor league baseball team in Montgomery, Alabama. They are really grooming him for the major league expansion which will take place next season. So we don't know how long we'll be in Alabama. Nelson has to go to Lakeland, Florida for two months of spring training. We hope the major league expansion will put us farther west -- and to the Coast. We are really all very glad to have had this experience in Puerto Rico, but we're also glad to be returning to the U.S. . . . Perhaps we can get fresh fruits and vegetables again! . . ."

THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE, FROM NEW ZEALAND

"Here's something you might like to ponder. I have been active in Intercession Groups for a goodly number of years. Just lately I learned that the ideal Group is one that has no set purpose as far as physical determination goes. Any number of people can elect to meet and, after dedicating themselves and asking for protection in the usual way, they sit in silence. The Invisible Powers assess them by the Light they create, and use the power the Group generates for some Invisible Being to work in, on behalf of humanity. If we butt in with our own little pettifogging problems before They have done what They set out to do, we only fog the issue. It isn't long before members of the Group can see what it is all about, or sense it, then the Group can function perfectly in the way it should go. In this kind of Group trance mediumship is not essential or desirable. It is not for taking messages from the Astral."

Roger Walpole
Auckland, New Zealand

TRY AGAIN

"After reading your plug for the UFO detector I sent a check to Geos, 1214 Vernier, Geneva, Switzerland. My letter was returned marked 'Unknown'. Is this the correct address? And do you have any info on the Psi-Tronic Brain Computer from Opelika, Alabama?" C.J. Fales, Norwalk, Calif. We have no info on the Computer. Try GEOS, 19 rue du Village, 1214 Vernier-Geneva Switzerland.
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WANTS UFO PEN PALS

"I write to you as a firm believer in extra terrestrial space vehicles and have collected material on this subject since 1954. I was wondering if there was anyone in your foundation who would like to exchange correspondence on this subject and possibly literature and articles. I do not mind age or sex."

Hal Collard, 95 Hart Road
Thundersley, Benfleet, Essex, Eng.

"SPIRIT COMMUNICATION FOR THE MILLIONS"

"Well, my book on the years of Astral rescue work by Dan and me is finally published. I am very pleased with it. It is in vinyl covered soft back and is one of the 'For the Millions' series published by Sherbourne Press. It is entitled 'Spirit Communication for the Millions', by Doris Heather Buckley and sells for £1.95 plus tax."

If you cant find a copy of this locally, order direct from Mrs. Buckley, 2150 So. 1st, #212, San Jose, Calif. 95112.

"TELETHERAPY" A COURSE IN COLOR THERAPY

"Enclosed is a money order for $5 for the following: 'The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances' and 'Three Great Aquarian Healers'. Do you have other literature concerning color healing?"

Victor Ogorodnitsk
Narrowsburg, New York

Yes, Associate Al Goeke has forwarded to us for review a copy of "Teletherapy" a collection of articles by the late Dr. B. Bhattacharya, M.A., Ph.D. and published last year in India by his son. Price not given. Here is Dr. A.K. Bhattacharya's Preface to the 86 page, soft cover, illustrated book:

"It gives me great pleasure in presenting this small brochure to the lovers of Teletherapy. My late revered father was first initiated in the art of Radiesthesia in the early part of 1950 by Mr. Howard D. Stangle of U.S.A. Since then there was nothing to stop him pursuing this science and late 1950 saw the germination of Teletherapy. This unique science of (broadcast color) healing had a very modest beginning with only one fan motor and a few discs, and a very handful of cases. The first major success with Teletherapy was the case of the cat and that convinced him to the hilt that he was on a path which would open a limitless scope for healing the sick. Since then Teletherapy was his religion and he gave up all other work and devoted his full time to the cause of this science. By his taking to this science Homeopathy lost one of its biggest stalwarts. Perhaps many do not know that he treated 3 lakhs of cases in Baroda and the maximum number of cases treated by him in one day was 1400. It would not be very improper to say'. (Cont. on page 32)
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Exercise No. 1

This is the first of a series of exercises designed to stimulate the re-generative flow of etheric forces -- mana, prana, orinda, nephesch, ectoplasm -- through the body for health and vitality.

The exercises are repetitive and for counters let us use the different sets of names on the Tree of Life. Thus the daily routine will drill the names into our memory and consciousness for future use in our studies.

The specific purpose of this first exercise is to stimulate the flow of etheric energies through the generative force center at the base of the spine and the two centers in the head, the pituitary and pineal glands, A, B and C.

Stand erect, hands and arms outstretched, and turn in a clockwise direction. If you get dizzy, stop and try again later.

Start your count of turns with Kether at the top of the Tree of Life and sound the name of each Sephira as you complete a turn, working your way down the Tree to Malkuth.

This will give you ten turns, which should be your minimum goal. If you can make more then ten, do so, counting back up the Tree from Malkuth through the other Sephira in order to Kether.
You can relate the Sephiroth to your body by thinking of No. 1, Kether, as being above your head; No. 2, Chokmah, as being at your left ear; No. 3, Binah, as being at your right ear; No. 4, Chesed, as being your left shoulder; No. 5, Geburah, as being your right shoulder; No. 6, Tiphareth, as being your heart and solar plexus; No. 7, Netsach, as being your left hip; No. 8, Hod, as being your right hip; No. 9, Yesod, as being your generative center; and No. 10, Malkuth, as being your feet.

This combination of physical exercise and the naming and sounding of the Sephiroth in order is a wonderful drill in concentration. If you take it up regularly and persist in it, it cannot help but enhance your mental powers -- while at the same time you are beginning the all-important process of the re-generation of the physical body. This can only be accomplished by re-establishing the flow of vital etheric forces you enjoyed for free in your youth. The main channel for these forces in the body is along the spine. The four exercises to follow, while working on other force centers, are designed to release tensions along the spine and keep it flexible.
that he was the Father of Homeopathy in Gujarat. I give the above to show that even though having such a proficient knowledge of Homeopathy, he switched over to a very new science. The reason is very simple. He found out that Teletherapy was even a subtler science and it could wield more power than Homeopathy. He visualized that when this science was perfected it could throw in the background every other existing method of healing. In 17 years Teletherapy has established itself firmly along with the other systems. Today there are many centres of Teletherapy all over the world. . . The necessity was felt to reprint (my father's) articles so that more and more people could be attracted to take advantage of the healing properties of this science. . . "

Shastri Villa, Naihati, West Bengal, India.

"THE ESSENES HERITAGE" by Martin A. Larson

"The author holds that the Essenes were a cult of Pythagorean esoterics whose ideology was composed of elements drawn from various great religions; and that they had, before the advent of Christianity, developed all the basic doctrines found in our Synoptic Gospels. Since these were unknown elsewhere in Judaic culture, and since they could be learned only through full membership in the Essene Order, the conclusion seems inescapable that Jesus must at one time have been a full-fledged Essene. Otherwise we must assume that he perfected an almost identical synthesis by pure coincidence; or, if his was an independent revelation, this was a substantial replica of one already existing, full-blown in immediate proximity.

"The evidence seems conclusive that Jesus had indeed been an Essene; that, frustrated, he abandoned his commune to proclaim its principles in the byways and the villages; that he consciously modeled his career on that of a great predecessor -- the martyred Teacher of Righteousness. . . "

Larson's 211-page, hardcover book is a timely and clarifying review of the questions of the origins of Christianity and its founder, questions which have been stirred by the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls -- now suppressed by the Board of Scholars dominated by the four Roman Catholics on it. $4.95 a copy, published by Philosophical Library, Inc., 15 East 40th St., New York, N.Y. 10016.

A WORD OF GRATITUDE

We want to thank the Associates and friends who deluged us with a stack of Christmas and Holiday greetings at the end of 1967. We tried to acknowledge as many as we could individually, but to those whom we couldn't, thanks a jillion for taking the time and trouble to express your support and encouragement for the kind of borderland research we are conducting here. If this kind of support can be continued and increased this year, the path is open to continue the search for Truth.
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These are all of the Seance Transcripts we have published to date. When you buy them from us you help support borderland research. When you read them, you increase your own appreciation and understanding of life.

For a complete listing of BSRA publications send 50¢ in coin or stamps for our 20-page, illustrated catalog: BORDERLAND SCIENCES RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC., PO Box 548, Vista, California 92083.

Our Journal of Borderland Research, 34 pages mimeo, is now issued at the rate of seven per year. Membership-subscription is now $6.00 per year, make check or Money Order payable to BSRA.

ARE YOU PAGAN, MYSTIC OR EGGHEAD?

This is an entertaining and instructive talk on the three basic types of humans. Which are you? Or are you a balanced blend of all three? This is the goal of evolution for mankind, the whole man or whole woman, as exemplified by the Christ for the Western World. Pagan power, Mystic love and Hermetic wisdom are necessary for success in all walks of life. In this talk Mr. Crabb describes how you can draw on all three to enhance your personality. (Chap. 2 in BSRA No. 24-A, "The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances", 95 page mimeo book, illustrated, and with Workshop lessons in relaxation, regenerative breathing, concentration and visualization.)
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LUCIFER, THE LIGHT-BRINGER or WHAT THE DEVIL!

With chaos and evil rampant in the world today as never before it is time we got acquainted with our old friend, the Devil! There is the old saying: Evil serves the Good by opposing it. Without that resistance or opposition there would be no forward movement into the New Age. But, if we would stand above the tumult and not be destroyed by it, we must understand the push-pull, God-the-Creator, God-the-Destroyer principle of the Universe. This profound philosophical talk is lightened with timely illustrations from the current social scene, both comic and tragic. Here are illuminating answers to some of the personal, national and international problems disturbing us today. Illustrated with charts and diagrams. BSRA No. 2-G, 31 pages. . . . . . $1.00

WHO FLIES THE SAUCERS? Are they super-beings? Are they robots? Are they humanoids? Or all three? Even the sceptical Saucer researchers are now taking a closer look at the life-forms manning the elusive UFOs. They are re-reading the contactee stories for clues as to the identity and purposes of the Visitors. The answers are what they have always been since 1947: Both Good Guys and Bad Guys are coming here from outer space and inner space! From the extensive files of BSRA, a 22-year old accumulation of UFO data, Mr. Crabb marshalls the hard evidence for the reality of at least three different kinds of Visitors. This includes first-hand accounts of contacts with Tin-Can and Jelly-Bag robots, the Three Men in Black, with the advanced Guardians Viknors from Venus Etheria, and the Ashtar Command with its Guide Lines For Space Contact. 46 pages, 8½x11 mimeo, illustrated, $1.50 plus California 5% sales tax where app.

Published by BSRA Foundation
PO Box 548
Vista, California
92083

OBVIOUS VALUE